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ROBERT FRANCIS: A BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
Like our Stevens centennial two years ago, this issue of
FIELD celebrates an important occasion: August 12, 1981, was
Robert Francis' eightieth birthday. The editors of FIELD have
long admired Francis' work for its grace, wit, precision, insight,
and music. One of his best poems, "History," appeared in our
first issue, and his work has been represented in these pages
several times since. This milestone birthday seemed an appro-
priate time to acknowledge the importance of his achievement
and the respect contemporary poets and readers feel for his
work. We have invited three poets, all long-time Francis fans,
to join three of us in choosing a favorite poem and writing brief-
ly about it. These six pieces are followed by four new poems by
Francis. The resulting symposium is modest, as we thought
Francis would want it, but we hope it suggests the range of
elements readers respond to in his work and the considerable
esteem and affection in which he is held.
Readers who want to sample Francis' wares more fully
should consult his Collected Poems 1936-1976; his autobiography.
The Trouble with Francis; a memoir. Frost: A Time to Talk; "a mess of
little essays," The Satirical Rogue on Poetry (all published by the
University of Massachusetts Press); and a recent prose collec-





So bandit-eyed, so undovelike a bird
to be my pastoral father's favorite —
skulker and blusterer
whose every arrival is a raid.
Love made the bird no gentler
nor him who loved less gentle.
Still, still the wild blue feather
brings my mild father.
8
David Young
ROBERT FRANCIS AND THE BLUEJAY
It is a troublesome fact that Robert Francis, at the age of 80,
is still so little known. His modest and retired life near Amherst,
Massachusetts, may partly explain his obscurity, along with a
relatively slow development — most of his best poems were
written after he turned fifty — and a number of years spent in
the shadow of his friend and mentor Robert Frost. Then too, it
must be noted that his poems are modest in scale and scope, and
that in a time when it has been fashionable for poets to stress
angst and anguish, their own and that of others, Francis has
made a serious exploration of pleasure and delight. He is, as he
says in his autobiography. The Trouble With Francis, a deeply
pessimistic man, but his poems, while they occasionally reflect
that outlook, mostly search out the properties of the natural
world and of language that can act to offset or qualify the
pessimism.
The short, precise, exquisitely balanced poems that Francis
writes find the same kinds of things to celebrate in nature and
in language: effects of doubling, rhyming, compounding, pun-
ning and echoing. The flow of experience reveals curious and
chancy links between objects and among words, and the poet
catches them on the wing. Francis does not so much create
metaphors and forge likenesses as he does find them, discover
them, in natural things — toads, cypresses, waxwings, weather
— and in words that rhyme, pun, wed in compounds, or reveal
sudden family resemblances based on etymology, consonance, or
similarity of meaning. For years cypresses (in the poem titled for
them) have been 'Teaching birds / In little schools, by little skills,
I How to be shadows." The shading of "schools" into "skills" is
partly an effect of rhyming and punning, partly an observation of
the world. Similarly, the two riders in "Boy Riding Forward
Backward" are like "Swallows that weave and wave and sweep /
And skim and swoop and skitter until / The last trees take them."
This is both a celebration of the way swallows behave and of the
language's capacity for verbs. When good likenesses appear
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between the words themselves and the things they name or
imitate, a special pleasure is created from simultaneous matching
in nature and language, the two realities of world and word. That
the process can involve tension and paradox as well as pleasure
is superbly illustrated by Francis' eight-line poem, "Bluejay,"
which first appeared in The Orh Weaver (1960).
The whole poem can be seen as a series of odd pairings — of
bird and father, stanza and stanza, word and word. All these pairs
combine likeness and difference. "Bandit-eyed" and "undovelike"
are compounds created by different means. "Pastoral" becomes a
kind of pair by being a pun: Francis' father was countrified, a
lover of nature, and a minister of the church. "Skulker" and
"blusterer" suggest two very different kinds of activities that
immediately develop a psychological kinship when put together.
Even "arrival" and "raid" manage to become a duo by virtue of a
syntax that turns one into the other. "Raid" also pairs up with
"bird" to close the stanza on an off-rhyme that foreshadows the
brilliant one that will close the poem.
In the second stanza, the pairings occur between lines, an
effect of expansion, and they take comparative form ("gentle"
and "gentler" or, more precisely, "no gentler" and "nor . . . less
gentle") before becoming the full internal rhyme of "wild" and
"mild" and the off-rhyme that seems to sum up and concentrate
in itself the entire poem, "feather" and "father." The unlikely
way in which things associate for us, declaring their likenesses
and differences at the same time, is the implicit subject of that
whole last sentence, with its repetition of "Still" (yet another
kind of pair, and again mimetic of the experience, this time of re-
currence) and the slight disruption of perfect symmetry created
by "blue." If you imagine taking out "blue" or balancing it with a
color word or punning effect in the last line, you see how much
Francis has gained by keeping the poem slightly asymmetrical
even as he is locking its final surge of meaning into place. The
accomplishment is the more impressive for its economy and
concentration. The whole poem is paradoxical by virtue of those
qualities too: a short, small thing that weighs more, means more,
requires more attention, than we thought likely.
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When one has pointed out the technical mastery of a Francis
poem, one has only partly accounted for its effectiveness. There's
a mysterious something beyond technique in his best poems.
In "Bluejay," it's tied up with the way I connect my own expe-
rience — with bluejays, with my own father, with words — to
the poem. That's the last and most important pairing, for with-
out it the poem would be something to admire for its craft and
little more. But its ending has always had a strong emotional
punch for me, a release of feeling and a summoning of diverse
emotions and experiences, that makes me go back to it and want
to share it with others. Different readers will no doubt have
different degrees of involvement with this particular poem, but
the delights and recognitions that lie in wait for readers of
Robert Francis are manifold. In Japan major artists are some-
times designated as national treasures or national resources
while still alive. If our culture had the good sense to do that, one
of my first nominations would be Robert Francis of Amherst,
Massachusetts.
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HIS RUNNING MY RUNNING
Mid-autumn late autumn
At dayfall in leaf-fail
A runner comes running.
How easy his striding
How light his footfall




When autumn was early





Out of leaves falling
Over leaves fallen
A runner comes running
Aware of no watcher
His loneness my loneness
His running my running.
J2
Donald Hall
ROBERT FRANCIS: "HIS RUNNING MY RUNNING"
The rhythm does it. The rhythm fixes it, as the acid bath
fixes the photograph. The most common line is c/cc/c, for
which there is doubtless a Greek name in Saintsbury -irrelevant
because Francis's lines are variant and nonquantitative. Two
loud noises a line, that does not vary; usually two unaccented
syllables mid-line; always — and this is the most important item of
description — the falling rhythm's soft final syllable, so that the
rhythmic signature, no matter whether the line begins loud or
soft, remains its gentle falling-off at the end.
Yet prosodic description though accurate may give the lie.
This meter was never counted out on fingers; it is a short enough
line that the poet's ear could never deceive itself into irregularity;
instead this ear or this tapping foot improvises metric integrity. It
is not making free verse, but it finds a variety of procedures for
arriving at the same arithmetic sum and rhythmic resolution.
The sound compels. As for the sense? Well, Robert Francis
(one could have said the "I of the poem," if one were given to
such things, and if there were an I in the poem; even "my" waits
for the last two lines) or the eye of the poem sees a jogger in
autumn twilight, remembers that earlier it had watched two
joggers together, and returns to the observant present by feeling
itself into the runner outside.
(Paraphrase reminds me of Public Television.)
The poem is its rhythm. If it is also an enactment of loneli-
ness, and a cure for loneliness, it is reticent about its purposes.
There is something attractive about those "bare legs gleaming";
the watcher's furtiveness comments on the attractiveness. The
watcher s memory of two joggers, which is literal enough,
makes reference to past companionship outside which must refer
to past companionship or lost companionship inside — or behind
the glass; as Whitman's lament for the widowed bird is his lament
for everything lost. The loss lessens itself by empathy, the power
of the eye to imagine, as watcher becomes runner and therefore
23
companion. Eye met two runners; eye lost a runner; eye joins a
runner.




Excellence is millimeters and not miles.
From poor to good is great. From good to best is small
From almost best to best sometimes not measurable.
The man who leaps the highest leaps perhaps an inch
Above the runner-up. How glorious that inch
And that split-second longer in the air before the fall.
75
Robert Wallace
THE EXCELLENCE OF ''EXCELLENCE"
In an era of the Avant-Avant-Garde, Robert Francis, who
can be passionate without being puffy, is a poet daringly Hora-
tian. Ars celare artem. The art is to hide the art. Like Herbert or
Herrick a technician, a metrical Swiss-watchmaker, fond of the
chime and the golden cogs, he happily relishes versing. His poems
wound us cleanly by their diminutive and lovely precisions.
Consider, because it has so much to say on the matter, his
poem "Excellence." Little seems at first to astonish. The words
are plain, the syntax easy. The meaning seems a truth so com-
mon we need hardly acknowledge it. The athletic metaphor earns
its force by being obvious. But the poem sticks in the mind and
its phrases come to hand. "From poor to good is great. From good
to best is small." The simplicity of the elements makes the pre-
cision, when at last we attend, surprising.
Not many poets are worth scanning, and only a few, a very









is great. From good to best
The man
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Above the runner-up, How glorious that inch
w y^ ^ / A >y /
And that split-second longer in the air before the fall.
The first surprise is that the poet has chosen hexajneters for a
poem about legerity. The headless first line — Exjcellence —
at first disguises the choice. Perhaps the line, with its alliteration,
gave Francis the meter. Having said that to himself, or written it
down, he had at least to consider writing the poem in hexa-
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meters. He might have changed to "'Excellence is inches and not
miles" for a lighter, pentameter line. (As he uses "inch later in
the poem, it wouldn't have been out of place.) But the poem, we
realize, is less about the jumper's ease than about his difficulty,
the long training, the extra effort that earns excellence, that buys
"that split-second longer in the air." Possibly because hexameter
feels as though it goes a little beyond the pentameter norm of
English — seems to have to somehow push its way to its end
it was a perfect choice.
Having made that choice, the poet exploits it beautifully,
especially in the last line where, after we have become accus-
tomed to lines of six feet, he pushes yet a little farther and
ends with a heptameter. We don't see that extra length because
the words are shorter; but we hear it. The line lasts in the ear
just a split-second longer than the others.
Once we begin noticing, the poem grows richer and richer
in meaning. It isn't only the handy alliteration that makes "mil-
limeters and not miles" so exact and contrasting, but the short "i"
of "mil-" and the long "i" of "miles." In line 2, the unrelenting
monosyllables and the caesura suggest the distance between
"poor" and "best," a distance that can only be crossed by such a
dogged pace as the line itself has. In line 3, the almost completely
unaccented secondary accent of the word "measurable," fol-
lowed by the unaccented feminine syllable, blurs the beat so
much that we almost have to force the voice to record it. (We
can't bring ourselves to say "MEAS-ur-Able.") And so, coming
after the nearly level accents of "best sometimes not meas-," the
line's end mimes the meaning of "not measurable." Even the
slight temptation to hear an off-rhyme of "-ble" with "miles" and
"small" — and so to displace the accent falsely onto that
syllable — reenforces the effect. The run-on from line 4 to line 5,
the poem's first, marks the effort, the spring. The more static
second run-on, from line 5 to line 6, and the clustering of accents
in the first half of the sentence fragment, followed by the light
accent of "*in the air," give the final line its appropriate
rhythm.
Robert Francis' poems are filled with such minor, hidden
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exactnesses that bring the poems alive to the ear and so to the
attentive mind. The wonderfully elusive syntax of "The Base
Stealer" is, such an effect, or that poem's gaily metered last line,
which leans backward until the very end and forces us to scan it
"Delicate, |delicate,|delicate, delicate — now!" Or the knuckle-
ball off-rhyming of "Pitcher," which keeps us unsure the poem's
couplets are being rhymed until the final
Not to, yet still, still to communicate
Making the batter understand too late.
Or the dazzlingly unlikely "rhyme" words of "Hallelujah: A Ses-
tina": Hallelujah, boy, hair, praise, father, and Ebenezer, which Francis
turns and returns with apparent ease.
A reader may well feel, perhaps due to the word "meters"
buried in "millimeters," that "Excellence" is also, intentionally,
about poetry. Several of Francis' poems about sports suggest a
similar resonance. In "Catch," for instance: "Two boys un-
coached are tossing a poem together, / Overhand, underhand,
backhand, sleight of hand, every hand, / ... to outwit the
prosy." "Pitcher," "The Base Stealer," "High Diver," and "Sail-
boat, Your Secret" offer tempting symbols of the poet's craft
and methods, as do "Skier" ("He swings down like the flourish of
a pen") and of course "Apple Peeler" (the spiral of peel is "Like a
trick sonnet in one long, versatile sentence"). They make a deli-
cious cluster.
Small though Francis' poems mostly are, and unpretentious,
they are magical. Not the least of the magic is the almost un-
noticed "formality and formal ease" by means of which the poet
so slyly and surely gets the rabbits into the hat.
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SILENT POEM
backroad leafmold stonewall chipmunk
underbrush grapevine woodchuck shadblow
woodsmoke cowbarn honeysuckle woodpile
sawhorse bucksaw outhouse wellsweep
backdoor flagstone bulkhead buttermilk
candlestick ragrug firedog brownbread
hilltop outcrop cowbell buttercup
whetstone thunderstorm pitchfork steeplebush
gristmill millstone cornmeal waterwheel
watercress buckwheat firefly jewelweed
gravestone groundpine windbreak bedrock




Enough of Robert Francis, Craftsman. He is a craftsman, one
of the best, but if the grain were flawed, craft could only empha-
size the flaw. I should rather examine the grain, a perception
both wry and straightforward, complex and complete.
''Silent Poem" was invited before it was made. Francis says
that he became "fond of the strong character of solid com-
pounds." These were chiefly paired single-syllable words for
concrete things. He "made a list purely for pleasure," set them in
clumps of four to a line, two lines to a clump, then let their
juxtaposition of concrete objects suggest meanings considerably
more various and contradictory than they could have been if they
were embedded in sentences that explicitly made some connec-
tions and excluded others.
The poem contains forty-eight words. The first eight are
details perceivable only to a slow walker along a backroad so
narrow and overgrown and silent that the walker would identify
the names of weed shrubs and vines, such as shadblow and wild
grape, see unafraid rodents, such as chipmunk and woodchuck,
and examine the leafmold below the undergrowth and notice the
stonewall, which in Francis country marches through under-
growth to mark the boundaries of abandoned pastures. He would
see that man has made a life in this country, persisted for a
time, and at least partially withdrawn.
The second eight words describe the farm that the road leads
to, a farm made by hand from the woods and still surviving by
hand, possibly by a succession of single pairs of hands, which
saw, pile and burn the wood; build and repair the cowbarn, well-
sweep and outhouse; and now, from age or weariness, give some
of it back to honeysuckle.
The third eight words show the entrance and inside of the
farm house. Here is the same work of hands in ragrug and
brownbread, the same dependence on the hands' transformation
of wood, tallow and buttermilk to heat, light and nourishment,
the same lack of pretense or waste, in entering over the flagstone
and under the bulkhead through the backdoor.
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The fourth group of eight words inspects the land that
makes this life possible and necessary: the steep land only partly
covered with soil; the sparse, weedy pasture where cattle must
be belled because they wander out of sight; the sharp, grinding
nature of both the land and the manual task of living on it. The
fifth group continues the list of tools that grind both the man
and his food (gristmill, millstone) and contrasts it with things
that exert no effort (waterwheel, watercress, firefly and jewel-
weed). Line ten is composed entirely of those effortless things,
which have been anticipated by grapevine, shadblow, chipmunk
and woodchuck in group one and by honeysuckle, buttermilk and
buttercup in groups two, three and four. This contrast between
the easy grace and sure survival of natural species (man's weeds
and pests) and the man's own hard, marginal subsistence could
make the poem a statement of human futility, but the last eight
words bring back the achievement and dignity of flagstone and
candlestick; ragrug, firedog and brownbread. This man takes his
very precise and permanent place in the nature of things — upon
the bedrock. Under the gravestone, the groundpine, the
snowfall and the starlight, he awaits the cockcrow. He has made
his place. The woodchuck, firefly and jewelweed have merely
occurred in theirs.
Francis calls this poem silent, but its silence is like the spaces
in a peal of bells — just enough to hear reverberations. The
perception which can lace these things by sound, rhythm and
position to each other's meanings: that observes the psycholo-
gical accuracy of joining gristmill to millstone, that gradually
dissipates effort by the sequence of cornmeal to waterwheel to
watercress to jewelweed; the humor that visualizes sawhorse next to
bucksaw; the twisting of the pastoral cliches cowbell and buttercup
to signify hard rather than easy grazing; the very recognition and
manipulation of the irony built into a word like jewelweed; the
near-rhyming of the first and last words of the poem, backroad
and cockcrow, to describe without pity the whole physical, local,
social and spiritual human journey from ground to galaxy and
beyond these are the insights that make Francis' craftsman-
ship possible. Craft alone could not have kept this poem from
27
becoming a Currier and Ives calendar towel if a particularly
honest perception had not gathered wood and weed, pitchfork
and thunder, man and rock and clanged them together.
22
SHEEP
From where I stand the sheep stand still
As stones against the stony hill.
The stones are gray
And so are they.
And both are weatherworn and round.
Leading the eye back to the ground.
Two mingled flocks —
The sheep, the rocks.
And still no sheep stirs from its place
Or lifts its Babylonian face.
23
Richard Wilhur
ON ROBERT FRANCIS' "SHEEP"
I think that I have known this poem since my undergraduate
days at Amherst, and I remain grateful for its perfection.
It is, if you look for tricks, a very artful poem indeed. Two
motionless constellations of things — sheep and rocks —
are being likened, and this is formally expressed by the linked
twoness of tetrameter couplets, and of tetrameter broken in two
to make dimeter couplets. By the time you get to the second line
of the fourth couplet, a line which simply juxtaposes "The sheep,
the rocks," there are two mirroring monometers within the
dimeter measure.
The first line of the poem is the only one, to my ear, which
remotely threatens to run over into the next; elsewhere, pauses
and punctuation give an even balancing movement to each
couplet, and so enforce the idea of parallelism. There is balance
or mirroring, too, in the words and sounds of the poem, most
obviously in the standlstand and stonesistony of the first couplet,
more subtly in the way the first line's still reappears all the way
down in the last line but one.
Each of the couplets ends with a full stop, and the effect of
these repeated arrests is to keep the idea of movement from get-
ting started, to stress the idea of fixity.
All of this formal appropriateness (so pleasing to experience,
so dry to hear about) is there in the poem, and yet in fact the
poem does not seem tricky. Why not? For one thing, the language
and word-order are so plain and natural that the sheep and
rocks seem almost unmediated. The reader has scarcely any
sense of a poet standing between him and the scene, brandishing
a rhetoric and offering clever interpretations. Because the poet
thus effaces himself, because he writes so transparently, his
formal felicities — though they have their effect — are not felt
as part of a performance. The poem's first line — "From where I
stand the sheep stand still" — very firmly begins this minimiza-
tion of the poet's presence: it focuses the poem not on "I" but on
the sheep, and it presents the poet not as a sensibility but as a
mere locus or vantage-point.
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A final effect of that line, of course, is to convey a sense of
a fixed scene fixedly viewed. The witness doesn't move any more
than the stones or sheep do. However, the mind of the poet
shapes and moves the poem far more than his plain manner lets
on. Each of the first four couplets states some resemblance
between the sheep and the rocks: their stillness, their grayness,
their rondure and texture, their flocklike arrangement. These
statements have a cumulative force, but it also strikes me that,
beginning with the modest simile of the first couplet, they grow
progressively stronger in nature, until stones and sheep are
"mingled flocks," and the mirroring elements of the poem ap-
proach a state of fusion.
Fusion occurs in the word "Babylonian." In this poem, what a
word! "Sheep" begins with ten successive monosyllables, but
here at the end we meet a grand five-syllable word with a
capital letter, a word which suddenly flies off beyond the poem's
preserve toward something far and ancient, a word with none of
the plainness of what has gone before it, a word in which the
poem drops all pretense that it is not a product of imagination.
The effect is explosive, and then there is an immediate double-
take as the reader sees that "Babylonian" is after all quite at
home in this accurate poem, by reason of its evocative accuracy.
The word asks us first and most importantly to combine sheep
and stone by recalling Babylonian and Assyrian sculpture — in
particular, I should think, those famous Assyrian bas-reliefs
which represent men and animals in profile, and have a styliza-
tion of the hirsute which renders the sheep an ideal and frequent
subject. The line "Leading the eye back to the ground" compels
us, by the way, to see Francis' sheep in a side view, as if they were
posing for a relief.
The faces of sheep do, in fact, suggest the physiognomies of
Mesopotamia and the Near East, and I remember Umberto Saba's
poem in which he describes una capra dal visa semita, a goat with a
Semitic face. Finally, I believe, the poem asks us to think of how
long — in the lands which the Bible mentions, and in others, and
in unrecorded times and places — the sheep have been with us.
25
At the end of Robert Francis' poem, the stillness of a New
England scene partakes of the timelessness of art and of things
unchanged.
26
REMIND ME OF APPLES
When the cicada celebrates the heat.
Intoning that tomorrow and today
Are only yesterday with the same dust
To dust on plantain and on roadside yarrow —
Remind me, someone, of the apples coming.
Cold in the dew of deep October grass,
A prophecy of snow in their white flesh.
In the long haze of dog days, or by night
When thunder growls and prowls but will not go
Or come, I lose the memory of apples.
Name me the names, the goldens, russets, sweets.
Pippin and blue pearmain and seek-no-further
And the lost apples on forgotten farms
And the wild pasture apples of no name.
27
David Walker
FRANCIS READING AND READING FRANCIS
The first time I heard Robert Francis read his poems seemed
a miraculous occasion. Never had I experienced such rapport be-
tween a writer and his listeners; we were in the hands of a master
who could do no wrong. Every lifted eyebrow, every shifting
nuance, every puzzled repetition — '"Could I have meant that?
Yes, I suppose I did. . !' — was caught and savored by the
audience. The poems themselves emerged as small treasures,
perfectly ordered, paced, and delivered. Amazingly, the whole
performance seemed entirely artless, spontaneous, generated by
the occasion itself. Afterwards, I remember walking in the
woods (this all took place, incredibly, in a narrow valley in the
Kentucky hills), slightly dazed, sure Ed participated in something
unique.
Two years later I heard Francis read again, this time in a
lecture hall in Ohio. Almost immediately my scalp began to
tingle: it was happening again. The courtly, gentle poet —
part Thoreau, part Edward Everett Horton — was casting the
same spell. And only because Ed heard him before did I realize
how deliberately, how carefully he was doing it. What had seemed
artless, even innocent, now emerged as fully considered and
orchestrated. Again, near the end he confessed that he wasn't
really reading, that he was reciting and only used the books as
props, and again individually we prided ourselves on having
noticed several minutes before that his eyes wandered from the
page as he "read," and again (of course) he had intended us to
notice. Both readings were deeply memorable, but it was the
second — in which I fully recognized his skill as a performer— that,
in Dickinson's phrase, took the top of my head off.
I shouldn't have been surprised. The principle that makes a
Francis reading such an event — apparent spontaneity and
modesty supported by an extraordinary measure of craft and
calculation — is precisely what renders his best poems so
attractive. As he says in that much-anthologized poem,
"Pitcher":
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His art is eccentricity, his aim
How not to hit the mark he seems to aim at.
His passion how to avoid the obvious.
His technique how to vary the avoidance.
Or, in a formulation from 'The Black Hood":
I marry freedom to fastidious form.
I trust the spirit in the arms of sense.
I can contrive a calm from any storm.
My art, my business is ambivalence.
In every poem by me on my shelf
Confidentially yours I hide myself.
It's hard to choose a favorite Francis poem, but "Remind Me of
Apples" demonstrates most of the virtues I admire in his
work. It makes no extravagant gestures, and its limits at first
seem narrow, but it marshals its resources so skillfully as to
produce a haunting, powerful small masterpiece.
Francis' title is perhaps a slightly flattened version of the
Biblical injunction to "comfort me with apples," and the dif-
ference between comfort and reminder — the latter with its
stronger implication of self-reliance — suggests the complex
mood he is aiming to evoke. The poem is built on a foundation of
seasonal opposition, but its further subject is the psychological
need for balance, and the ability of imagination and memory to
save us from extremities. The first four lines are a perfect
example of an apparently straightforward statement that is in
fact exquisitely modulated and arranged for complicated effects:
the tonal shift from "celebrates" to the darker "intoning," the
faint echo in lines 2-3 of Macbeth's "Tomorrow, and tomorrow,
and tomorrow. . . / And all our yesterdays have lighted fools /
The way to dusty death," the line break that keeps "dust / To
dust" from sounding too heavily. The whole clause is heavy,
vaguely Biblical in its diction and rhythms — which are appro-
priately broken by the intrusion of the autumn vision, with its
crisper metrics (compare "apples coming" to "roadside yarrow")
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and simpler syntax. Time shifts and blurs: the vision of apples is
not simply memory, since these are future apples, apples coming,
though they can be glimpsed only through knowledge of the
past. The vision will save the speaker from the heat and dust of
summer, and from the sort of death that it evokes, though para-
doxically there are in turn intimations of mortality in their
"'prophecy of snow," in their "white flesh." ("My art, my business
is ambivalence. . . .")
The second stanza repeats the pattern of summer followed
by fall, but in a different key. The emphatic rhymes ("haze" and
"daze," "growls and prowls") and especially the way in which
"dog days" is literalized into the image of canine thunder lighten
the tone considerably — as if the mention of apples in the first
stanza has already begun to soothe the speaker's imagination. By
this point the future tense of "Remind me, someone" has modu-
lated into the suspended present: "I lose the memory." Another
paradox here: the rest of the poem proves that the memory is
anything but lost. Providing for his future need, the speaker
stores up apples by naming them. This is another favorite Francis
tactic: the list that gains resonance and mystery as it proceeds, in
this case from the familiar ("the goldens, russets, sweets") to the
exotic ("blue pearmain and seek-no-further") to the near-mythic:
"And the lost apples on forgotten farms / And the wild pasture
apples of no name." To my ear this is both exultant and melan-
choly, vital and autumnal, sweet and tart at the same time, this
































as if it were
the Trojan Horse
I swear he did
never before
at my own door
such omen
what did he mean
ay what did he mean
adrenalin
wake up old man
wake up and dance






if he had crowed!
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THE MOCKERY OF GREAT MUSIC
in a world in which there is no harmony
of nations, no cunning counterpoint
no loving orchestration.
Em tired of being mocked, sublimely mocked.
- Less music or no music at all I cry
but a little peace.
If I were God, your orthodox God, demanding
legal compensation, substitution
a divine swap
rd sacrifice it all as in the Atonement
so that the death of music became
the birth of peace.
Bach would be gone and Brahms and all the heavenly
choristers, but in their place
ah, in their place!
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IF HEAVEN AT ALL
Heaven before I die if heaven at all.
A heavenly now however brief, a few
Celestial days or hours I can distill
From the eternal turbulent flow of things.
Autumn with (heaven knows) what heaps of gold
Around me and above. Instead of harps
A golden silence often as I can have it.
Vision far more than merely visionary.
And as for angels, more beautiful, more real
The young, swift-footed, strong, and visible.
Blond or dark or auburn like the leaves.
Yes, heaven before I die if heaven at all.
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MANIFESTO OF THE SIMPLE
We are the dim-witted, the weak-witted.
Your dunces and your dumbbells.
We don't know enough to do much harm.
The bright boys, the white-haired boys
Make the big bombs, the big bangs. We couldn'
Make even a little Molotov cocktail.
The bright boys, the white-haired boys
Make the sky dragons, the sky demons
And the bright boys fly them.
We are the retarded who will never catch up.
The mooncalves, moonrakers, the morons.
Progress is not our business.
Who said Be simple? Jesus.
Who said it again? Saint Francis.
And the Shakers, the beautiful Shakers.
We are Mother Earth's simple ones.
We are Mother Earth's simpletons.




Birthday. Another year gets up
and walks away. Later
a few guests will appear
beside the pleased chrysanthemums,
the family silver.
Now in this tall afternoon light
I think of ''The White Girl,"
that painting by Whistler,
how she stands well-dressed on a rug
with a bear's head,
her gown and his teeth the same color,
and she doesn't seem
to know where she is,
that the bear will snarl forever under her.
That is youth.
Its opposite is to look down.
Things withdraw into themselves
so well: a chair or two
left out in the snow,
that flock of birds turning like a huge page
white, nothing, white, nothing, white.
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DRIVING
I learned to drive in a big car
that carried me off like the good swan.
I had no control: sirens, streetlights,
my skinny girlfriend fell out of my way.
Down Fourth Street
I met my little drugged lover
who drove out of the city to an orchard
filled with blue lights and never
looked at me nor I at him.
Embarrassing pleasure — stars peering
through the windshield at you
like a gang of relatives.
Now I drive only to get somewhere.
My car is small and slow
like marriage and I drive it
as if for the last time,
because after the power lines, the tower
with its lip of fire
and those scared pink trees
along the turnpike there's a life
quite unlike mine.
No desire anymore; I know
what safety comes from wanting nothing.
My future waits like a small town.
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Thor Sj^rheim
PINETREES AND LARGE HEAVY ROWBOATS
here the pace is set
by pinetrees and large heavy rowboats
the old ones toiled each day on the plots
in an endless even rhythm
we drive here as a ritual
each weekend without understanding
how they managed
without roads and electric lights
and when the reflection of pines
rings the water like a row of numbers
and the boat turns slowly in the twilight
like the short hand of a clock
it shows a new time
the old man drowned last winter
they found him on the bottom
still standing on his sled
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RAILS, POLES AND BARBED WIRE
the barn ramp slopes
like a wind wrenched stormcloud
in the darkness under the ramp
rails, poles and barbed wire
the fields shine golden from
expensive farm machinery
the farmer bends over
and gropes under the ramp
we used to love the earth
too much to think of fences
we used to hide our weapons
so the grain would grow
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CRACKS AND SPRINGS
slightly bent over I row away
from a crooked house
between shoals boulders slope
down to the water's edge cracks
and springs show an intricate pattern
which the sea can cover or wash the moss from
but never decipher on the stones on the bottom
grow clams and mussels
it is not easy to affect the granite
but there have been changes
the morning breeze ruffles the sea
but no clouds trail its flight
seagulls wheel shrieking around
the boat a fly wanders over my knuckles
may june july and reminds me that
colder days are coming seagulls swallow
whole fish and land heavy on the sea
today the wind has no word
but in the dusk we can just
make out dark clouds with rain
on their lips changes in pressure
and movement of air




for Ellen 'Nellie' Shannon
Just about ready for medicare
and limping on that bum leg
nobody'd know you could mix
fine woolens from Australia,
spot-dyed into songs of the knead —
hook your way to the carpeted
gallery of birds and flowers.
The oak leaf breaks into difficulties,
pansies, their simplicity of touch
even as the water's edge,
as close to where you were born
as Newfoundland —
your man's gone
fourteen years, and in six




in the early light,
grey hours
of days off where you sit over the burlap
backing of the great rugs you push
into deceits of gold, rouge, gabardine —
Your birthplace is so far north, eight
hours beyond St. John, you can't go home,
though your father sits in his blindness,
walking the caverns of the family house
alone in his deafness; even the phone
can't make him walk any faster than your hook.
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I can't ask you whether some Spanish flu
in 1920 made you limp,
left you childless, but I know your brother
drowned, and that your husband could leap
into the eggs of the mosquito without a single
drink, hitch from the hooking eye
you made for him.
Nothing stands up forever;
your cane hangs on the wall just by the stairs;
when you come down you lift it as staff
to the rich life you sustain —
the music of the race-
track is clear in the mist and humidity
of August — West House closes at Christmas,
and this year you have ten days without a single
break from the hook and pattern of the winter's
sun. East is the best house; the flowers
bend in fragrance of the feed you lay
out for the cardinal who stays all year.
Since the sea is your favorite image in handiwork
as thistle and harp of the seamstress,
haven of the great maps of the world,
right under your foot, the heart stamps upon us —
stump, the pulling out of mistakes,






But how did my grandmother throw
her eyes into the wooden skull
of a marionette?
'Took for them/' her voice said.
"Look harder. They're there."
The wooden arms wagged in the air.
Thick wires beneath the skin
pulled hands to head, primping
the thinned cornsilk hair like a woman's.
We never found them. Not pressed
into The Lamplighter, not
in the base of the breadbox,
not written between the lines of Sonnets
from the Portuguese, the pages
soft and worn wordless as lace;
she traced their patterns like braille.
Words she remembered were broken
into lines, phrases, notes
shaped into the measures of her breathing.
"The piano bench?" she sighed,
while the puppet pointed at nothing.
The creaky hinges of its wrists;
the clack of her eyes, shifting.
2
Finally, on a farm outside West Hurley,
nothing moves.
Insects forget their hum, streams
dam themselves.
Trees clutch at clouds to keep the earth
from spinning, and the wind rests
in the timothy suddenly,
startling bobwhites into silence.
Their voices are cut off; their names
sink, letter by letter, into the dirt
until the long grass shivers, standing





Mary has a slit in her dress at stomach level
and the bird nose-diving on a beeline right toward it.
Gabriel's elegant bare foot touches her stone floor.
He shivers; he never walked on anything before.
He lands on the porch. Her head's not yet turned but she feels
a draft, loses her place reading, and her breathing jumps.
Her room is tidy. She is beautiful and lost
in thought. Her concentration makes him come. He speaks.
She will close her eyes. He will open the lids on




THE RHETORIC OF THE INNER LIFE
It's happened before. This time it was Leslie Ullman's Natural
Histories that made such a strong first impression on me, when I
leafed through a copy in a used book store. I'd seen a few of Ull-
man's poems in magazines lately, too, and felt the same first
attraction. What I saw, or thought I saw, was candor, nerve, a
fine sure attack in the writing; I bought the book. I picked it up late
the next night, I think, and again the following day, and again; by
the time I'd sat with the book three times those candid, decisive
poems had vanished. The harder I looked, the more stylized the
writing seemed; separate poems began to blur together. Natural
Histories disintegrated finally into an assortment of devices and
effects that, once I could see past Leslie Ullman's quite distinctive
signature, were all too familiar.
Richard Hugo's foreword describes the book I thought I
saw:
It is as if an assured, astute, direct woman began talking in a
down-to-earth way about her own experiences and those from
the lives of others. We would find ourselves so impressed by
her lack of affectation we'd know she was telling us the truth.
But the truth would seem so unusual as it came out that the
contrast between her level voice and the strangeness of her
utterances would only compound the mysteriousness of the
occasion.
Assured, direct, free of affectation; so the poems seemed at first
to be. But by now only one of Hugo's words seems to fit: mysteri-
ousness. Not mystery, but an air of mystery.
Here is a first gathering of the pieces that the book fell into
when I read it closely:
While she sleeps, an immense
darkness gathers beneath her skin.
("The Woman at the Desk")
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The small boy at dusk
arranges himself in the dark
bones of a tree.
CTur")
She will free her breasts
which grew magnificent
in a mirror
while boys gathered in dark barns.
("Plumage")
You had dreamed you weren't dreaming
as he traced the line where the dark
flame of your hair touched
his face.
("Breakfast")
This is mysteriousness of the most familiar sort: the dark bit.
There are more instances of it in Natural Histories than I quote. We
all know where it comes from: The Branch Will Not Break and Silence
in the Snowy Fields. I was a student poet when those books were
brand new; we immediately picked up the dark bit ourselves, first
in imitation but soon in parody. It didn't take us long to pick out
what there was in the rhetoric of those books to imitate, like the
way dark could be inserted into most any passage to give it, pre-
cisely, mysteriousness.
Here are more passages that could have been written by any
of a hundred poets writing in the dark shadow of Bly and Wright:
She smells blood in her hair
and dreams of crouching at the limits
of her skin.
("Midwife")
Their deaths seemed to rise inside them
like the sleep of the newly-born.
("In Barcelona You Tried to Scream")
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Others will find the flower at her throat,
small fires in the cave of her hair. . . .
CTlumage")
'"Good image," one hears a voice in a workshop say. "Mysteri-
//
ous.
One of the most impressive experiences of my undergradu-
ate years was hearing poet after poet, in town for a reading,
announce that what he had been doing in his earlier work was
inished, and from now on whatever he did would be different.
James Wright came to town and said it, and so did Donald Hall,
and Louis Simpson. If W. S. Merwin had come to town, he might
have said it, too. Robert Bly did come, and though I don't recall
that he acknowledged having a past to renounce — he hadn't
published a book before the change came over him — he read his
Silence poems and denounced rhetoric.
We know why they were publicly throwing off old habits:
they'd come to see that the modes in which they had been
schooled, and in which many had made initial reputations, had
grown decadent. Donald Hall, in his introduction to the
anthology Contemporary American Poetry (an introduction written in
1961, revised in 1963), put it this way:
The experiments of 1927 became the cliches of 1952.
American poetry, which has always been outrageous —
compare Whitman and Dickinson to Browning and Tennyson
— dwindled into long poems in iambics called "Herakles:
A Double Sestina." Myth, myth, myth. Jung was perhaps
influential, but what distinguished these poems from the
fables of Edwin Muir was that they existed in order to
prevent meaning.
And so, of necessity, and with more than one nervous look
over the shoulder at the poets gathered in Donald Allen's The
New American Poetry 1 945-1 960, books like Silence and Branch, At the
End of the Open Road and The Moving Target broke new ground.
Adrienne Rich, Galway Kinnell and others moved in different
directions to transcend their schooling and become poets we
honor today. Why rehearse this well-known turning? Because
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the experiments of 1959 have become the cliches of 1981,
precisely the cliches I have quoted from Leslie Ullman. The
discoveries in these strong early books have dwindled into a
rhetoric of the inner life, a set of all-too-easy devices by which
mysterious-sounding poems write themselves. If the cliche
poems of 1952 existed to prevent meaning, cliche poems of the
inner life in 1981 often seem to exist quite literally to prevent
vision.
Many of the elements of this rhetoric have been delineated
clearly by others. Sandra McPherson's essay "You Can Say That
Again. Or Can You?" {Iowa Review, Summer 1972) takes the
trouble to render into its specifics an observation which even
then was well-known in general terms: how heavily Silence and
Branch rely not just on dark but on a whole set of atmosphere-
words: oW, a/onf, sma//,
.
. . Her last point is
how widely this habit had spread among younger poets.
McPherson gives Wright's book, if not quite Ely's, its due, calling
some of the poems "stunning, extraordinary"; the reason I think
that her observations do not finally damn either book is that
even after we've noticed the stagey touches, the darks and sud-
denlys, each book does convey vision:
Suddenly I see with such clear eyes
The white flake of snow
That has just fallen in the horse's mane!
(Ely, "Watering the Horse")
Even when there are dark tones, and the vision is decidedly inner
vision, there is no lack of clarity, no blur:
There is this cave
In the air behind my body
That nobody is going to touch:
A cloister, a silence
Closing around a blossom of fire.
When I stand upright in the wind.
My bones turn to dark emeralds.
(Wright, "The Jewel")
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David Walker, in "'Stone Soup," subtitled "Contemporary
Poetry and the Obsessive Image" (Field, Fall 1975), points out —
and again, we all knew it — the profusion of stones in the poetry
of the "deep image," the same mode I've been calling the poetry
of the inner life. All those stones came out of Bly's fields. Walker
reminds us, and he tries bravely to sort out necessary from
merely habitual uses of the image. He makes the vital point: how
much easier the trappings of such poetry are to deliver, than
the vision. Walker does add a qualification I don't agree with.
"What generalizations can be drawn from this discussion?" he
asks. "Certainly not that there are too many poems about
stones." Some puzzling deference seems to be at work here; I
would say that certainly there have been too many. The poetics
of the "deep image" represents these stones as having risen
through the dark subsoil of the psyche, but it's obvious that all
too many of them have been picked from the pages of other
people's books.
Leslie Ullman manages with relatively few stones, but she
does have her own recurrent image: body. She invokes body in
thirteen of her poems, better than one in three:
It is she who reels in the corridor.
They smell of flowers. They say:




as though each of his limbs were a body.
("The Sunday Dialogues," p. 10)
I am the woman in the spare room





as she might touch every part
of the man's body.
("Beyond Dreams," p. 14)
remote and invisible as the history
of our ancestors
who avoided all reference to the body.
("The Voyeurs," p. 17)
The children
move into our bodies.
("Nostalgia," p. 20)
To call this obsessive, rather than merely repetitive, requires an
act of faith that Natural Histories just does not command after
close reading. It is not a coincidence that body is often invoked in
Silence and Branch, too, as in these two passages which would
appear on most anyone's list of the best-loved and most-quoted
in Wright's book:
Therefore,
Their sons grow suicidally beautiful
At the beginning of October,
And gallop terribly against each other's bodies.
("Autumn Begins in Martin's Ferry, Ohio")
Suddenly I realize
That if I stepped out of my body I would break
Into blossom.
("A Blessing")
I had thought, before reading Natural Histories, that the industry
of strip-mining these two books for their images and devices,
and selling new books made up of the finely ground fragments,
held together with a thin glue of the ostensible author's idio-
syncrasies, had disappeared by the mid-seventies; that the flood
of parodies, and the articles like Walker's and McPherson's, had
made it too embarrassing to continue. It stunned me at first to
find it at work, down to the fondness for the melodramatic
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suddenly, in a book that seems at first so different because its
author is a woman, because its settings are not rural, because its
content is so much more psychological and sexual.
I am more interested, finally, in those aspects of Leslie
Ullman's rhetoric that do not go all the way back to Bly and
Wright, many of which have become staple devices in the rhe-
toric of the inner life as practiced by the ever more rarified
sensibilities of succeeding generations.
Hugo works hard, in his foreword, to explain the curious
indefiniteness of Natural Histories: ''[The poems] are very drama-
tic, even if the big scenes do occur off-camera, since often her
effects are like those details we remember from a movie long
after we've forgotten the plot." Later he says, "A poem is
created out of the bare details at the edges of a novel that re-
mains unwritten." Viewed less sympathetically, the big scenes
off camera and unwritten novels might seem to be something
much less glamorous, like calculated vagueness;
and a scream cracking
like some withered thing from her lips.
("Last Night They Heard the Woman Upstairs")
There is much mysteriousness in "some withered thing," but
it conveys not a glimpse of a mystery, but merely a blur. Then
there is a coy non-identification like "a grey woman who was
not her mother" ("The Immaculate Stairs"). Here and there a
judicious maybe or perhaps:
When a woman shivers on the porch,
perhaps at dusk, it is the other
wanting a shawl.
("Why There Are Children")
Once or twice Ullman asks, instead of telling, what happens.
Frequently the agents in the poems are someone, a man, a woman, a
stranger. Ullman intimates again and again that her visions are
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not always for her readers to see, and that sometimes she can't
see them very well herself.
Sandra McPherson describes an aspect of this strategy in
"Saying No: A Brief Compendium and Sometimes a Workbook
With Blank Spaces" {Iowa Review, Summer 1973). She traces it
to W. S. Merwin, who "builds his style on his use of denials."
Here is her ambivalent account of what Merwin does:
He is researching the erasures of the universe but I have
to admit my first thought was that he took the easy way
out by trying to make a dead end into something profound.
I felt he chose vague words to describe the vague,
mysterious phrases to evoke the mysterious.
After quoting approvingly poems by Stevens and Plath that
"though ostensibly denying, give us abundance," she goes on
to say, "A lesser poet might offer in return for his nos and nots
a sense of the strange but a stingy strange — the uncreated."
Leslie Ullman is a dedicated and adroit manipulator of
pronouns, moving continuously from 1 to i/ow to he and she. Such
shifting is a major feature of the rhetoric of mysteriousness,
evoking as it does a sense of the indefiniteness of identity.
Ullman writes at times a certain fashionable you poem, in which
you is not a specific person addressed, or a colloquial substitute
for one. At its best, perhaps, this you may be an oblique form of
self-address in which the reader is invited to share; Leslie Ullman
generally takes this high road. At its worst, though, it can be used
to commandeer the reader's inner life and take it on a joyride.
We've all seen young poets, lesser ones than Leslie Ullman, or
poets just learning the rhetoric of inner life, take pleasure in
scarifying the hypocrite lecteur with oracular pronouncements {dark
owls rise through the hones of your knees!) or more recently, in prose
homage to Russell Edson, causing the most unsettling fantastic
characters to come knocking on poor you's door with adamant,
impossible demands. The art of this low-road use of the you is that
it exempts the poet, but no one else, from the fabricated night-
mare of the poem; the poet dishes it out and you has to take it.
As must be clear by now, I think that Hugo does Leslie
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Ullman a disservice by overpraising what will prove, in the
long run, to have been apprentice work, and I would like to
recall how W. H. Auden introduced Adrienne Rich's Yale volume
in 1951. After a long homily on the virtue of good minor poetry
(one paragraph ends, "he who today climbs the Matterhorn,
though he be the greatest climber who ever lived, must tread
in Whymper's footsteps"), he cites Eliot to the effect that crafts-
manship is the most promising trait in a young poet, and
proclaims that, though she has nothing new to say, Adrienne
Rich is a craftsman. He goes on to point out which poem is
derivative of Frost, which of Yeats, and closes this way:
I suggested at the beginning of this introduction that poems
are analogous to persons; the poems a reader will encounter
in this book are neatly and modestly dressed, speak quietly
but do not mumble, respect their elders but are not cowed
by them, and do not tell fibs: that, for a first volume, is a
good deal.
Thirty years later, this characterization calls up a smile; there
was much that Auden failed to anticipate. But he was not in
the business of predicting Adrienne Cecile Rich's future, and
about her accomplishments so far he told her just what she
needed to know. Perhaps his very condescension served to
heighten her dissatisfaction with her modest and too-well-
schooled beginnings. That we can see her later work prefigured
in an occasional poem like "Aunt Jennifer's Tigers" is a tribute
to the pure gift of a very young poet who had little choice but
to wear the velvet / asbestos gloves of the day. Fairness to Leslie
Ullman requires pointing out that she too writes in a handed-
down mode. She marshalls the devices of the rhetoric of the
inner life with a ferocious thoroughness and efficiency; like
Rich she is a craftsman. That her poems are terminally stylized
is a fact historically determined. And so, though 1 will not have
seemed fair to Richard Hugo either, 1 don't really reject the
possibility that in Leslie Ullman he's picked a winner — he calls
her just that — as Auden picked winner after winner (Rich,
Merwin, Wright) for the series in the fifties. 1 want only to point
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out how thoroughly those poets went on to transform their
work.
The larger point is that what was, twenty years ago, a
poetics of vision, both inner and outer, has degenerated, as all
modes degenerate through progressive imitation, into an ever
more precious rhetoric of dazzle and blur. The all-too-familiar
devices of this rhetoric of the inner life — the fog of atmosphere-
words, the selective lighting and artfully placed screens, the
flicker of shifting pronouns and persons — seem to me analogous
to the hocus-pocus of the stage magician: they guarantee illusory
effects by manipulating what the onlooker sees. What has been
lost over the years is the necessary proud claim that the poem of
the deep image is a poem of vision or revelation: the poet has
seen something, out there in the inherently mysterious world,
inside in the equally mysterious psyche (which is after all part
of the world: thou art that), and only the image is adequate to
convey it. Poets have learned that it's not difficult to behave as if
one had seen something; the mysteriousness of the image
became an end in itself. Lost in the process was Stevens's neces-
sary angel. Leslie Ullman's poems may have bemused Richard
Hugo because a few of her devices are ones he favors himself; in
Hugo's central work, though, we rarely lose that alien, point-
blank, green and actual Montana. In Ullman there is too little of
such grounding.
I haven't attacked the strong poets who created this
mode: Bly, Wright, Simpson, Merwin, Simic, Edson. Neither
have I meant to imply that no work which shows their influence
has value; I've always liked Gregory Orr's work, for example,
because it so often convinces me that its vision is genuine
(though I'd be inclined to except the section of Burning the Empty
Nests called "The Adventures of the Stone"). Richard Shelton is
another such poet.
I would like to offer in closing the thought that the more
inflated the claims we make for our poets — calling them priests,
seers, shamans — the more severe we must be about rejecting
the blatantly derivative. No fair peeking into someone else's
crystal ball. When we stress the more modest claims of craft and
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technique, we leave new poets room for what is unashamedly
practice, whether it be in the form of sonnets, or the word-
obsessed abstractions of John Ashbery, or exercises in the




A man had a herd of miniature elephants. They were like
wads of gray bubble gum; their trumpeting like the whistling of
teakettles. . .
Also, he had a box of miniature cattle. When they lowed at
sunset it was like the mewing of kittens. . .
He liked to stampede them on his bed. . .
In his closet a gigantic moth the size of a dwarf. . .
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THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
When a man returned he saw that everything had been
melted, puddled flat. His fedora looked like a large rare coin. The
dead moth on the windowsill looked like a brown cloth draped
from the windowsill. The lamp on the night table looked like a
fried egg. . .
He went to ask his landlady about all this melting, but found
that even she was melted.
She was on the floor like a wall to wall picture of the moon;
one breast the Sea of Tranquillity, one eye the Sea of
Opticus. . .
He looked for the vagina, and not finding it, decided it must
be on the dark side of the moon. . .
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THE AMATEUR
There was a man who wanted to be an amateur animal. He
could never hope to be a professional. Besides, he had rather
keep his amateur standing in case the animal should become
extinct. In that case he could quickly switch and pretend to know
nothing of his former animal.
Then, if questioned, he could say, me? no. I'm just an
amateur.
Are you sure you're not an extinct professional?




the smell is laid down,
even the jays who will not light
bring it on their feathers,
they fight overhead for room
their fuzz comes down
in fennel & ryegrass.
smell on your wife when she undresses,
sniff the fish knife in camp surgery
where man cuts out the hook.
& go down on all fours,
mortal, strapped to a colostomy sack,
a separate gravity you squeeze
between your legs, pound
until it bursts on the tent floor.
Aunt Frannie is calling your pet name
in the woods where you broke
the expensive Fenwick rod,
yards of flyline looping over manzanita
towards heaven, your pups,
their backs broken with a spade,
snort from the highway ditch,
still domestic.
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but the smell the racoon dug at,
snout speckled with egg,
trapped by willfulness
in the garbage drum he overturned,
is rage.
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ON A DARK AFTERNOON
grandma's fingers peck
the moire birds bleeding in a tree-
of-heaven pattern.
she patches the opposed lovers
on either side of the spread —
& a third, a fetal, thumbsized
version of herself, lies down
between them who were her parents,
memory makes them blue,
& the hands they reach out
to join, a mauve around the apple
with one crescent bite
creating the notion of fault.
there she sews her name
who illustrates their fall,
in bed herself with her work —
her invalid's sheets
iridescent with Oxydol & blueing,
a thousand rootlets
of thread go down into ivy
that smothers her left
withered hand.
inside that hand a creeper squirms
through red sumac:
autumn has leaves trailing down
its back.
it thrashes under her stiffened fingers








when the sun rises.




with all your might
that it's night
when the moon rises.
But if you don't,
say yes
or nod your head obligingly,




got into ice without your shoes,
the day
both calves
were driven to slaughter,
the day I
shot through my left eye,
but no more,
the day
the butchers' newspaper said
life goes on,
the day it did.
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OLD VIEW
Eve gotten used to this window
the snow falling through my eyes,
but who's gone after the lost ones
through the open gate,
who put his seal on what was there,
the water barrel
and the moon as moon,
all the frozen grain?
Who swung before morning
till the rope gave,
who put a wax hand on the kitchen window,
who lay down all in white
and raised me up?





With a roof and its shadow, for a little spell,
it turns its herd of piebald horses round,
beasts from that country that holds on so long
before it goes under for good.
Sure, some are hitched to wagons, but
it's clear they still have spirit;
a bad red lion goes around with them,
and now and then a snow-white elephant.
There's even a deer, just like in the forest,
except that he's wearing a saddle
with a little blue girl strapped on.
And on the lion rides a boy in white,
holding on with his small hot fist,
while the lion snarls and lolls its tongue.
And now and then a snow-white elephant.
And on the horses, coming by,
bright girls who have almost outgrown
this horseplay; in mid-ride
they gaze out somewhere else, in this direction.
And now and then a snow-white elephant.
All this goes hurrying towards its end,
circling and twirling aimlessly.
A red, a green, a gray go sailing past,
and a little profile, scarcely formed.
And sometimes a smile, turned this way,
blissful, that dazzles and then vanishes
once more into the blind and breathless game.
translated by David Young
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Jonathan Holden
THE ATTACK ON THE IMAGE: A CRITIQUE
OF PINSKY'S THE SITUATION OF POETRY
In the current critical attack upon the image in contem-
porary American poetry,^ an attack which constitutes part of
what is a perhaps inevitable reaction against what Charles Altieri
has labelled "a poetics of immediate experience" predominant in
the late sixties and early seventies, Robert Pinsky's book-length
essay. The Situation of Poetry (Princeton University Press, 1976),
stands out as by far the most rigorously argued and responsible
critique of the imagistic tactics of some of our leading contem-
porary poets. Pinsky's position is two-fold: l) he argues that
because language is by nature "abstract," poetry can accommo-
date ideas and abstract discourse far more readily than post-
modernist poets and critics generally believe; 2) he attacks the
still common assumption that one of the primary tasks of a poem
is to render sensory experience by means of "images" — to
"show" and not "tell" — tracing this assumption back through
Pound and the modernists to the Romantics.
Pinsky's argument for abstract statement is persuasive,
but his argument against imagery is not, though some of his
complaints are justified. For example, he is annoyed with the
tendency of contemporary poets to insist on the freshness
of their observations by stocking poems with deliberately
startling and strained metaphors and similes; and he is indignant
at the complacency of MacLeish's dictum, "A poem should not
mean/ But be." But Pinsky's attack on the image is too broad:
in effect, he condemns, under the title of "the nominalist poem,"
any contemporary poem which, written in the present tense and
containing a high proportion of physical description and imagery,
would pretend to render the essence of a particular experience. I
would like first to demonstrate some of the flaws concealed in
Pinsky's argument and then to clarify some of the poetic conven-
tions of "immediacy" — particularly that of present-tense
narration — conventions which Pinsky seems to have misunder-
stood.
The basic assumptions behind Pinsky's point of view he
announces immediately in his introduction, when he writes:
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The premises of their [the modernist poets'] work included a
mistrust of abstraction and statement, . . . and an ambition
to grasp the fluid, absolutely particular life of the physical
world by using the static, general medium of language. Those
premises are paradoxical, or at the least, peculiar, in them-
selves. Moreover, the brilliant stylistic inventions associated
with the premises — notably the techniques of "imagism,"
which convey the powerful illusion that a poet presents, rather
than tells about, a sensory experience — are also peculiar as
techniques.
Or, they once seemed peculiar. These special, perhaps even
tormented premises and ways of writing have become a tradi-
tion: a climate of implicit expectation and tacit knowledge.
These premises, Pinsky maintains, constitute 'The common roots
of two varying and familiar contemporary styles," both of which
"seem to base themselves upon some of the same grounds:
prominently, a dissatisfaction with the abstract, discursive,
and conventional nature of words as a medium for the particulars
of experience." Pinsky writes:
That dissatisfaction may be expressed by pursuit of the
physical image purified of statement, or in other instances
by pursuit of an "allegation" purified of imagistic eloquence.
In either case, the dissatisfaction is ultimately insoluble
because of the nature of words and verses.
2
As an example of "the physical image purified of statement,"
Pinsky trots out the first line of Ely's poem "Silence": "The fall
has come, clear as the eyes of chickens," calling the line "tedi-
ously clever." As a counter-example to the Ely passage — an
example of an "allegation purified of imagistic eloquence" —
Pinsky gives us one of Robert Greeley's better pieces, a stripped-
down love poem oddly reminiscent of "Western Wind":
Could write of fucking —
rather its instant or the slow
longing at times of its approach —
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how the young man desires,
how, older, it is never known
but, familiar, comes to be so.
How your breasts, love,
fall in a rhythm also familiar,
neither tired nor so young they
push forward. I hate the metaphors.
I want you. I am still alone,
but want you with me.
The poem displays, Pinsky tells us, "a winning and useful
directness," even though it is "neither convincing as naturalistic
speech nor persuasive as sharp physical description. . . ." The
poem is "winning"; but Pinsky's subsequent comment is puz-
zling. Never mind that the poem is in the form of a letter — that
it was never intended as a mimesis either of "naturalistic speech"
or of some moment of consciousness in the poet. Why raise the
issue of mimesis in the first place? Why even hint that that issue
could or should be applied to the business of practical criticism,
of judging the quality of a poem? Yet it is just this epistemological
issue — a red herring, I think — which, throughout his essay,
Pinsky invokes in order to discredit the imagistic poetry which he
finds "naive" and lacking in "statement."
The heart of Pinsky's critique is his third and central chapter,
"The Romantic Persistence," much of which is a detailed and
fascinating explication of Keats'"Ode to a Nightingale," focusing
on the limitations of poetry — of language in general — to
render experience accurately. As Pinsky puts it:
If what one loves and wishes to approach is embodied by
unconscious being, . . . then the very calling of poetry is
a problem. Every word is an abstraction, the opposite of a
sensory particular; sentences are abstract arrangements, and
the rhythms of verse like all rhythms are based on the
principle of recurrence, or form.
For these reasons, Keats can move . . . only toward the
Lethe of the bird or the landscape. Though he seems later
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in the poem to arrive here, what I see as the firm moral
base of the poem rejects that idea.
In Keats' terms, his fancy cannot quite delude him that
it is possible to cross over, making his poetry into something
as purely phenomenal and undeliberate as the nightingale's
song. His painstakingly artful stanzas, his inventive diction,
his unsettling awareness of time, prevent him from joining
that unutterable realm. The very words he uses, because
they are the most conscious part of him, recall his isolation
from the landscape into which the bird so easily fades. . . .
Can the poet's words about the world so unlike himself
approach the objectivity of vision, or do they present only
a waking dream?
This quandary, Pinsky says, is reflected in contemporary poetry
by the "pressure to avoid or camouflage statement and abstrac-
tion" and in "the extraordinary refinement of so-called 'free'
verse" which "can be seen as part of a flight from abstraction
or recurrence, a pursuit of the status of a thing, a unique moment
in time." Pinsky then rests his case with the following passage:
Strictly speaking, the ultimate goal of the nominalist poem
is logically impossible. Language is absolutely abstract, a web
of concepts and patterns; and if one believes experience to
consist of unique, ungeneralizable moments, then the gap
between language and experience is absolute. But the pursuit
of the goal, or the effort to make the gap seem less than
absolute, has produced some of the most remarkable and
moving poetry in the language. Naturally, it has produced
much dross, too. My proposition is that the difference between
the dross and vulgarization on the one hand, and genuine
work on the other, is a sense of cost, misgiving, difficulty.
The remainder of Pinsky's book consists of testing various
texts against this criterion, in order to separate the dross from
the genuine. And, from the preceding argument, one can easily
guess that, for Pinsky, the difference between dross and good
poetry is the degree to which a poem will admit abstract state-
ment, will clarify its imagery with "statement," will, in short,
use language in a manner consonant with its abstract nature.
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It is tempting to discount Pinsky's argument entirely on the
same grounds that one might discount his critique of the Creeley
poem — that the epistemological issues which Pinsky raises in
connection with poems are simply irrelevant to the quality of
poetry which is, after all, fiction. But even if we grant the
pertinence of Pinsky's epistemological requirements to literary
judgment, we find that his very assumptions are confused and
inadequately thought out. The most fundamental equivocation
on which Pinsky's premise rests is the casual way in which he
refers, on the one hand, to "that unutterable world" and, on the
other hand, to "experience" that consists "of unique, ungeneral-
izable moments." As he puts it: "The numberless particular
fragments of nature, each different, are also numberless instants
in time, each unique and without reference to what comes before
or after." What Pinsky wants to describe here is "perception" as
it might be to Keats' inhuman nightingale. But he then says: "It
is the poet's nature to organize these separate paradises, in effect
contaminating them with his awareness of sequence, sentence,
rhyme, connections of all kinds."
It is easy enough to agree with Pinsky that the elements of
the natural world are so Other as to be "unutterable" except in
human terms. One might also agree with Pinsky that, for a
nightingale, perception consists of "numberless instants in
time, each unique and without reference"; but when he talks
about the poet's "contaminating" paradises, he is clearly talking
about human "instants in time," human experience; and he is
trying to suggest that raw human perception, unorganized by
poetry — by the imposition of language at all — is as absolute as
the nightingale's. The reason for this equivocation is clear: in
order for Pinsky to complain justifiably that the abstract nature
of language makes it impossible for language to render human
experience accurately, he has to take this extreme position. But
Pinsky's conception of non-verbal human experience is incredi-
ble. Even if we grant, for purposes of argument, that he is right
— that, strictly speaking, each moment of a person's perception
is unique — it seems to me to be still self-evident that most
"moments" of human experience are referential, that we intui-
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tively recognize, if only at a sub-verbal level, affinities between
different ''moments," that the many feelings of familiarity — a
familiarity that is actually a form of meaning (e.g.. It is going to
snow) — which we experience, be it recognition of a face, a street,
a mood, a smell or a profound deja vu, are not imposed upon the
world by language: they are endemic to human experience,
which is filled with "sensory experiences" and "images" which
are analogical, mutually referential. In other words, imagery is,
in itself, a kind of language. Obviously, it's not the only language,
nor is it the only language of poetry; but surely a poet's tendency
to deploy images is more than a "Romantic persistence" or, as
Pinsky would have it, a tired leaning upon the modernist distrust
of abstraction and statement. The mustering of images is a
rather natural way, I think, of trying to clarify the flux and mess
of experience, to achieve a momentary stay against confusion.
A good example of a superior poem which relies on this
referential aspect of imagery, leaning more heavily on images
than Pinsky would probably find acceptable, is Galway Kinnell's
beautiful poem "Getting the Mail":
I walk back
toward the frog pond, carrying
the one letter, a few wavy lines
crossing the stamp: tongue-streaks
from the glue
and spittle beneath: my sign.
The frogs'
eyes bulge toward the visible, suddenly
an alderfly glitters past, declining
to die: her third giant step
into the world.
And touching
the name stretched over the letter
like a blindfold, I wonder,
what did getting warm used to mean? And tear
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open the words,
to the far-off, serene
groans of a cow
a farmer is milking in the August dusk
and the Kyrie of a chainsaw drifting down
off Wheelock Mountain.
Never mind, for a moment, that this poem, even though it is in
the present tense, does not attempt to present an experience
directly, that if it did — if the speaker purported to be thinking
aloud — the words "\ wonder" would be stricken from the third
stanza. Let us assume that the poem is, as Pinsky would put it,
more "naive" than it is, that it is trying to present experience
directly. Two questions present themselves. First, despite the
absence of explicit "statement," does the poem make a state-
ment? If so, could this statement be made more effectively in
more abstract language, by being more explicit?
A moment ago, I suggested that imagery constitutes a kind
of language in itself. The first stanza of the Kinnell poem exem-
plifies well the evocative and referential nature of images. The
strong sense of the solitude of the speaker; the impingement of
the "one" letter which, with its tongue-streaks and "spittle,"
exerts an effect upon him almost as strong as the warm physical
presence of a person; the raw wet fleshly associations of ponds,
frogs, spittle and tongue combine to evoke a slight feeling of
physical suffocation in the speaker, a sense of his unease amid
the physical universe, the sense of a minor yet disconcerting
threat to his being, as if he were on the threshold of vision. This
sense of the speaker's poise at the precipitous edge of vision is
intensified in the second stanza, which presents a complex of
contrasts: that of the wet fleshly frogs against the dry glittering
light, the fly in range of the frog's tongue, the minute tolerances
that define flesh from thought, light from darkness, the living
from the dead, all these tensions heightened by the word "de-
clining," which contains the paradox that to choose life is to
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choose to die. With just a couple of strokes, the stanza evokes
a raw physical sense of the contingency of all these aspects of
existence. The frog's tongue recalls the tongue-streaks on the
letter, and the "step into the world" of the alderfly recalls the
"I walk" of the first line, drawing the reader further into the
wet contingency of the physical world that is both the speaker's
body and its environment.
In the third stanza, as the speaker balances on this edge of
awareness, holding the letter, half-savoring the suspense before
opening it, the letter seems to throw his. entire existence into
relief. He recalls how he felt as a child when, blindfolded, he
would hunt for something and be told he was "getting warmer"
the closer he came to the target. He knows that he is on the verge
of a secret.
In the fourth stanza, as he rips open the letter and, in effect,
touches the person who wrote it, he breaks the pressure of his
solitude, he experiences a wave of relief as he is suddenly brought
into communion with his surroundings, as if by opening and
touching the Otherness of the person who sent the letter he has
brought his being into closer relation with his immediate physical
surroundings. As the poem ends, he experiences a sublime
moment of calm, of reassurance, of connectedness with the
world, of ease with his own physical life, as if he had just been
suddenly unblindfolded, able to see for miles (as the frogs can-
not), able to rejoice in Being, even though Being entails "declining
to die" as though dying were merely the third "step into the
world." The "serene groans" of the cow, in pain from its milk,
dependent on the milker who is, in turn, dependent on the cow;
the sound of the chainsaw cutting dead wood for fuel to keep a
man warm and alive: these images suggest the contingency of
existence, a contingency which was, a moment ago, menacing
but which the speaker can now intuit to be so in the nature of
things that for a moment the sound of the cow and the saw are
the song of existence itself, as it dies and births — a hymn.
This movement from psychic apprehension through a
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threshold into what Stanley Kunitz has called, referring to
Roethke's poetry, "'the rebirth archetype," is familiar to most
of us, both in our experience and in literature. Roethke's "The
Lost Son" describes such a curve, as does, in a more jagged curve
of greater amplitude, Lowell's "Skunk Hour." This psychic pro-
cess is, 1 would maintain, recognizable enough to constitute a
"statement." Moreover, as my labored explication should de-
monstrate, the subject matter that makes up this statement is
subtle enough that it has to be evoked delicately, by the most
indirect means: its articulation requires the language of imagery.
But does the poem, as Pinsky would wish, convey a sense of "the
cost, misgiving, difficulty" of using language to capture this kind
of experience? No. Nowhere does Kinnell, like Keats, abstractly
philosophize on the difficulty of finding words for the ex-
perience. Yet the experience which the poem describes feels
authentic and recalls to us our own precarious states of being.
Poetry like this — contemporary poetry in the Romantic
tradition — Pinsky criticizes for its " 'naive' or (so to speak)
'pre-Keats' insistence that the poet is somehow 'already with
thee' or . . . has received an apprehensible, loving response
from the unconscious world." But in order to back up this asser-
tion, he fudges his demonstrations. Consider, for example, this
attack on Roethke:
The contemporary poet who carried this resource furthest may
be Theodore Roethke. The rapt escapism of his late work is like
the flight out of time by some impossibly naive contemporary
of Keats.
Pinsky then quotes, significantly out of context, a short and
admittedly weak passage from Roethke's long poem, "What Can
I Tell My Bones":
A prisoner of smells, I would rather eat than pray.
I'm released from the dreary dance of opposites.
The wind rocks with my wish; the rain shields me;
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I live in light's extreme; I stretch in all directions;
Sometimes I think Tm several.
Reading this passage, one would never guess that the speaker
of the poem is a persona, that the poem is in a sequence entitled
"Meditations of an Old Woman." It is true that the passage in
question evinces some of the same pat quality which critics as
diverse as M. L. Rosenthal and Stanley Kunitz have noted make
the last lines of "In a Dark Time" ("The mind enters itself, and
God the Mind, / and one is One, free in the tearing wind") seem
forced and, as Rosenthal puts it, "a final, calmly affirmative,
but really unearned resolution." But the lines are hardly "naive."
They do make abstract statements. They do not assert that the
speaker has achieved unity with the landscape, only that she
came close to it. When the speaker says, "Sometimes I think Tm
several," she is not asserting that she has become several. The
parts of the poem to which Pinsky objects are further redeemed
if read in the context of earlier passages, for example, the third
stanza:
In a world always late afternoon.
In the circular smells of a slow wind,
I listen to the weeds' vesperal whine.
Longing for absolutes that never come.
Below that, we find the line, "O to be delivered from the rational
into the realm of pure song, / My face on fire, close to the points
of a star, / A learned nimble girl, / Not drearily bewitched, /
But sweetly daft." What the speaker craves in these lines is not
the death of the mind, not to "become a sod," but to be touched
by the Otherness around her enough that she will be awakened
from some spiritual lethargy, that she will be spurred into song.
The subject matter of the poem is not the desire to fade into
dimness" but to lose some measure of self-consciousness. The
poem is about self-consciousness. James Dickey articulates the
same theme well when, in Self-Interviews, he writes:
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It seems to me that most animals have this superb economy of
motion. The instinctual notion of how much energy to expend,
the ability to do a thing thoughtlessly and do it right, is a quality
I esteem enormously. I want to get a feeling of instinctualness
into my poetry. How to do this linguistically is a difficult thing.
That it can or should be done might be an illusion. But it
fascinates me to try.
In his brilliant article in Field, ''Some Notes on the Gazer Within,"
the poet Larry Levis, commenting on the Dickey passage, puts
the issue even more clearly:
To acquire the "instinctual" in the qualified sense of its useful-
ness above is also, I believe, to perform at least one ancient and
liberating act: it is to go beyond whatever shallowness inheres
in the daily ego, to concentrate upon something wholly other,
and to contemplate it — the Muse taking the shape, momen-
tarily, of deer, mole, spider, whale, or fish. As the poet attends
to these shapes, he or she goes, as Gary Snyder says, "beyond
society."
It is worth noting here that Levis is not talking about images —
the Muse "taking the shape" of something — as a mannerism or
as a tradition. The tendency to contemplate the wholly other by
means of images does not, for him, spring from some trite re-
sponse to "a climate of implicit expectation" but rather from
psychic necessity, from a desire to pass the threshold of self-
consciousness into the grace of accurate action, a desire with
which, I think, Pinsky is endemically unable to sympathize.
Perhaps because he himself does not believe that he can authen-
tically and by means of his imagination go "beyond society,"
because his sensibility refuses, as Levis later puts it, to "inhabit
nature," Pinsky believes that poems which assert the capacity of
imagination to inhabit the Other — poems which move ecstati-
cally — are tricks, willed mannerisms, glibly advanced illusions,
sentimental lies, a form of quackery.
The most serious limitation in Pinsky's critique of the image.
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however, lies not in the flaws of an essentially irrelevant argu-
ment but in his apparent misunderstanding of present-tense
narration, and in his tendency to confuse the apparent immedi-
acy furnished by writing in the present tense with the apparent
immediacy which, he believes, images try to evoke. A good
example of how Pinsky confuses these issues may be seen in his
discussion of the following passage from Bly:
I am driving; it is dusk; Minnesota.
The stubble field catches the last growth of sun.
The soybeans are breathing on all sides.
Old men are sitting before their houses on carseats
In the small towns. I am happy.
The moon rising above the turkey sheds.
This passage is an example, Pinsky says, of what happens ''when
a poet proceeds as though such illusions were not the final
products of art, but the principles of art, starting points — then
the result is precious, self-consciously and elaborately 'direct.'
"
Pinsky goes on to attack the tone of the passage, saying that it
"drifts from uncertainty into boastfulness, a kind of more-imag-
istic-than-thou attitude."
Although what bothers Pinsky about the passage is clearly
not its epistemological claims but its tone, he attacks the tone
on epistemological grounds, on the grounds of the passage's pur-
ported "directness," refusing to acknowledge that in this passage
the present tense does not imply a complacent philosophical
posture but is nothing more than a narrative convention. When
a contemporary poet writes in the present tense, he does not do
so in order to assert that what he is describing is happening "right
now," to assert the kind of "naive" directness and immediacy to
which Pinsky so objects. Rather, the present tense implies a set of
rhetorical possibilities, an attitude by the speaker toward the
past experience which he is re-enacting in the present tense. As
in all first-person narration, in the Bly poem we find dramatic
irony. The author knows more than the "I" of his story, and has
decided, by writing in the present tense, to evoke the sense of
wonder and inner excitement which the"l" had once felt, at dusk.
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in Minnesota. Indeed, if we compare the Keats with the Bly
passage, we see that the Keats poem is far more naive than the
Bly passage, that Keats strives for a much greater degree of
immediacy than Bly does. ''Ode to a Nightingale" would put us
into the poet's mind so that we feel and suffer with him, so that
we are not conscious of the poet as narrator talking to us. By
means of its expletives, the poem strains time and again to assert
an absolute immediacy of the very kind that Pinsky distrusts: "O
for a draught of vintage! . . . O for a beaker full of the warm
South!" Such expressions, intended to be taken as sheer moans,
deny any aesthetic distance between the poet and his poem or his
audience.
In the Bly passage, on the other hand, when the speaker says
"I am happy," he deploys the "I" in order to distance himself, the
author, from "I," the protagonist, to try for an ironic glimpse of
that "I" in the midst of life. Just as in his famous little poem, "In a
Train," where he announces, "I have awakened in Missoula,
Montana, utterly happy," we sense in the passage above a certain
amusement, a certain astonishment, a certain ironic attitude on
the part of the speaker at the way in which these odd "moments"
of happiness manifest themselves when you least expect them.
As in the Kinnell passage, we see the poet re-enacting a scene in
which he is the protagonist, all the time quite conscious that the
scene is a r^-enactment, and making no attempt to conceal the
resulting aesthetic distance.
The present tense is the tense of "re-enactment,"a workable
literary convention establishing a limited but definite aesthetic
distance between author and "I," between now and then, such
that the reader can watch the narrator watching himself. Both
the reader and Bly know full well that no literature can present
human experience directly.
Just how conscious poets are of the conventions of narrative
may be suggested by the fact that Louis Simpson has entitled an
entire book of poems Adventures of the Letter 1; and indeed the reader
may get some idea of how resolutely Pinsky ignores contem-
porary narrative conventions if we look closely at a Simpson
poem which, like the Kinnell poem, would seem at first glance to
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commit all the complacencies which Pinsky wishes to attribute
to poems which lean heavily toward presentation of experience
instead of discourse:
AFTER MIDNIGHT
The dark streets are deserted
With only a drugstore glowing
Softly, like a sleeping body;
With one white, naked bulb
In the back, that shines
On suicides and abortions.
Who lives in these dark houses?
I am suddenly aware
I might live here myself.
The garage man returns
And puts the change in my hand.
Counting the singles carefully.
In this poem, the "I," having perhaps stopped for gas, finds him-
self, a member of the upper-middle class (signified by his melo-
dramatic fantasies of drugstore suicides and the infantile expres-
sion, "'garage man"), in a neighborhood that is somehow sinister.
At the end of the poem, he experiences a feeling of relief when
he receives his change and can drive away. The poem is preemi-
nently about money, about the poet's consciousness of how he
and members of his socio-economic class pay their way through
life, about how strangely thin the line can seem between those
who live "in these dark houses" and where "I myself" live — the
difference of a few greasy bills in the back pocket. The poem thus
dramatizes an incident where the "I" is led up to an uneasy mo-
ment in which those bills are the only things physically protecting
him from the other side of the line. But how much of this does
the "I" know? Far less than Simpson, the poet. Simpson is grimly
watching somebody like himself, as that person comes into
knowledge. At the end of the poem, the protagonist, "I," is simply
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relieved. But the narrator, Simpson, who understands the mean-
ing of the narrative, who has in fact contrived it, and who feels
connected (as he is) to the protagonist, is chagrined and critical
of both himself and the "1." The poem thus clarifies a complex
moment of ethical self-consciousness in the narrator, hypretend-
ing to present experience directly and immediately. For the poem
to assert greater aesthetic distance between the poet and the "I"
— for example to be cast in the past tense — would destroy the
way in which the poem actually dramatizes the shock of dawning
ethical self-consciousness, because it would eliminate the slight
but deliberate confusion which the poem establishes between its
narrator and the for it is through this confusion that the
reader actually experiences the chagrin of self-knowledge as he
realizes that the poem is criticizing the "I" — the very "V' with
whom the reader, by convention, initially identifies himself.
"'After Midnight" is a tremendously sophisticated and suc-
cessful poem. That Pinsky's very premises would probably force
him to dismiss a poem like this is, I think, a good example of the
way in which the best-intentioned methodology, applied rigidly,
across the board, can lead a critic to insist on useless results and
can actually distract the critical attention from the poem at
hand, ensnaring the critical intelligence in issues which, because
they refuse to acknowledge that literature is defined pre-
eminently by convention, define it as something that it is not.
Pinsky's taste in poetry seems highly developed. But the reason-
ing by which he justifies his taste is so fraught with equivocation
and contradiction, it ignores so steadfastly the evidence contrary
to his intentions, that his judgments seem ultimately to spring
from the limits of his experience and sympathy, from his preju-
dices. They are arbitrary.
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^ For example: Charles Altieri, "American Poetry and Poetics in the Seventies,"
Contemporary Literature 21 , 2 , pp. 191 -224 . Paul Breslin, "How to Read the New
Contemporary Poem," American Scholar, 43 , 3 , 357 -70 . Jerome Mazzaro, Postmodern
American Poetry, University of Illinois Press, 1980 . Marjorie Perloff, The Poetics of
Indeterminacy, Princeton University Press, 1981 . Stanley Plumly, "Chapter and
Verse," American Poetry Review 7 , (January/February 1978 ) and (May/June 1978 ).
2 The distinction between Pinsky's "two . . . styles" resembles Stanley
Plumly 's distinction between "the rhetoric of silence" (reliance by poets upon
images) and "the rhetoric of emotion" (reliance by poets upon "voice"); but
Pinsky is not, as Plumly is, concerned with the rhetorical trade-offs between
imagery and statement. Instead, he is preoccupied with the question of the




Maybe (it's a fear), maybe
someone decides. Maybe it takes
only one. Maybe the end begins.
Maybe it has begun.
It runs through the stages fast,
and they all respond well
and it's over. Then an explorer
comes.
What could they have done?
They could have tried harder.
They could have become meaner.
But maybe nothing — it happened.
The explorer turns over a stone.
Maybe those who sang
were the lucky ones.
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MUTABILITY
Silent imperceptible prayers blow over
the sandhills, where my mother prayed at a church,
long gone. And she put a toy boat
on a pond forgotten so far that even
the rain can't find it now.
It doesn't take long, the end of things — I even
lived those years when Mao was hiding,
and I didn't even know. His poems and mine
curl up. His widow screams in court. My wife
turns the volume down.
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YELLOW CARS
Some of the cars are yellow, that go
by. Those you look at, so glimmering
when light glances at their passing. Think
of that hope: “Someone will
like me, maybe." The tan ones
don't care, the blue have made
a mistake, the white haven't tried.
But the yellow — you turn your head:
hope lasts a long time if you're happy.
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REVELATION
When I came back to earth, it was my bike
threw me. I woke to day not real day —
some of the sunlight came like bottles piled
in a window frame. People were pictures with labels;
"'Doctor," "Intern," "Aide." I remembered a cookie
big as the sun that lasted as long as a glass of milk.
Some day your world won't last all day. You'll blink;
you'll fall to earth; and where the ocean was
will be that color here was before you came:
your head and what you hit will sound the same.
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VOCATUS ATQUE NON VOCATUS
1 .
Before our life, was there a world?
When we take our life away, will fear
be anywhere? — the cold? the wind? those noises
darkness tries? We'll take fear
with us. It rides the vast night
carried in our breast. Then, everywhere —
nothing? — the way it was again?
2 .
Across a desert, beyond storms
and waiting, air began to make
a wing, first leather stretched on bone
extended outward, shadow-quiet,
then whispering feathers lapped against
each other, and last the air itself,
life taken back, a knife of nothing.
3 .
There was a call one night, and a call
back. It made a song. All
the birds waited — the sound they tried for
now over, and the turning of the world
going on in silence. Behind what happens
there is that stillness, the wings that wait,
the things to try, the wondering, the music.
(The title is from what I understand
Jung had by the door of his house:
Vocaius atque non vocatus, deus aderit:
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